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1. Overview 

Aim： 

To explore possible contribution of speech rhythm to the per-

ception of foreign accent and to realize automatic detection. 

Method:  

Building classification models based on acoustic measures of 

speech rhythm; Conducting perceptual experiment using low-

pass filtered stimuli. 

Results:  

High detection rate of the classification models and high con-

sistency between the detection and perceptual results. 

4.Experiment  

2. Rhythm 

5. Result 

Acoustic analysis of the features： 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Classification and perceptual results： 

3. Corpus  and features 

6. Conclusion 
>NC, NJ and JL2C are different in both types of measures and this differ-

ence is statistical significant in most measures;  

>High correction rate of the statistical models showed that measures in 

this study are effective in characterizing rhythmic difference; 

>High detection rate by the participants showed the objective measures 

characterized by the measures are also subjectively perceptible. 

Rhythm (isochrony)： 

perception of temporal regularities in speech (stress timing, 

syllable timing and  mora timing)   

Languages in this  study:  

 >  native Chinese —> syllable-timing 

 > native Japanese —> mora-timing 

 > Chinese by Japanese  L2—> ? 

Classification Model： 

 >SVM was trained using LIBSVM with kernel function RBF, and was opti-

mized using mesh optimization method.  

 > MLP was trained using sigmoid perceptron, one hidden layer and elev-

en nodes. The optimization process was based on gradient descent algo-

rithm.  

Perceptual Experiment： 

 > To limit the influence of segment and semantic meaning on listeners, 

the stimuli are low-pass filtered withcut-off frequency being 500 HZ.  

 >Five graduate students participated in the perceptual experiment  

 >The  experiment was done using Praat and the participants were asked 

to identify the language type after they hear a sentence. 

Corpus Description 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Acoustic features： 

 >Interval-based measures 

 

 

 

 >Amplitude-based measures: Fourier transform was applied to 
 the envelope of the speech. Two metrics based on the spectrum are : 
  >>Spectral Band Power ratio (SBPr): calculated by  defining relatively low and high fre-
quency  bands, then computing the ratio of the power in the lower band to the higher band.  

  >>Power-spectral Centroid (centroid): computed by summing all of the frequencies mul-
tiplied  by their associated spectral power and then dividing by the sum of all spectral pow-
er.  

Name Description 

 
C Standard deviation of consonantal intervals. 

VarcoC Standard deviation of consonantal intervals divided by mean and multiplies 100. 

 V Standard deviation of vocalic intervals 

VarcoV Standard deviation of vocalic intervals divided by mean and multiplies 100. 
rPVI-C Mean of the difference between successive consonantal intervals. 
nPVI-C Normalized PVI. Mean difference divided by mean of successive consonantal in-

tervals. 
rPVI-V Mean of the difference between successive vocalic intervals. 
nPVI-V Normalized PVI. Mean difference divided by mean of successive vocalic intervals. 
%V Percentage of vocalic duration in an utterance. 

Figure 1: Mean of deltaC, deltaV, rPVI_C and rPVI_V. Figure 2: Mean of PercentV, varcoC, varcoV, nPVI-C and nPVI-V. 

Figure 3: Mean value of centroid and SBPr for each corpus  

Figure 4: Classification Result of Statistical Models.  Figure 5: Detection Result of the Participants. 


